Rhythm and Resistance offers practical lessons about how to teach poetry to build community, understand literature and history, talk back to injustice, and construct stronger literacy skills across content areas—from elementary school to graduate school. *Rhythm and Resistance* reclaims poetry as a necessary part of a larger vision of what it means to teach for justice.
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“There are far too few books written on teaching by people who have actually earned the right to write about teaching. *Rhythm and Resistance* is just such a book, striking a powerful balance between theory and practice...in ways that will profoundly impact the day-to-day work of countless teachers.”

JEFF DUNCAN-ANDRADE Associate Professor of Raza Studies and Education, San Francisco State University
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Chapter 1: Roots
The lessons in this chapter demonstrate how to create community in the classroom as students share their lives, cultures, and family traditions. To become a community, students must feel significant and cared about, and that happens with the genuine sharing of our lives.

Chapter 2: Celebrations
Educators should help students critique injustice, but we must also lift up and celebrate what is right and beautiful about students’ lives, communities, and the world. Through praise poems, odes, and celebrations, students learn to re-see and appreciate the gifts of their daily lives.

Chapter 3: Poetry for the People
By writing persona poetry, we nurture students’ capacity to imagine the effects of historical and literary events on ourselves and other human beings, especially those who have been silenced or marginalized in the mainstream curriculum.

Chapter 4: Standing Up in Troubled Times
Students can learn to see themselves as truth-tellers and change-makers who use poetry to remember tragedies and call attention to policies and actions that harm society’s most vulnerable, to make the invisible visible.

Chapter 5: Turning Pain into Power
Writing poetry teaches students to use words instead of fists or drugs or other self-destructive behavior. Through poetry, students can mourn their losses, expel their terror, tell their stories, and sing their joys.

Chapter 6: The Craft of Poetry
Students need explicit lessons on the craft of poetry, which encourage them to pay attention to how writers approach topics and apply poetic tools—how to use strong verbs, lists, repeating lines, figurative language, and line breaks.

“AT A TIME WHEN TEACHERS FEEL UNDER ATTACK FROM POLICYMAKERS SEARCHING FOR WAYS TO RAISE STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND ENSURE SCHOOL SAFETY, THE AUTHORS OF RHYTHM AND RESISTANCE SHOW US HOW EASILY BOTH OBJECTIVES CAN BE PURSUED IF WE SIMPLY OPEN UP OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO WRITE ABOUT THEIR LIVES AND SHARE THEIR STORIES WITH EACH OTHER. THIS POWERFUL AND PRACTICAL COLLECTION OF ESSAYS SHOWS EDUCATORS HOW TO ENGAGE AND EMPOWER THEIR STUDENTS THROUGH STRATEGIES THAT INSPIRE THEM TO DEVELOP A LOVE OF LEARNING. TEACHERS WHO CAN DO THAT WILL EXPERIENCE THE JOY AND POWER OF TEACHING EVEN DURING THESE TRYING TIMES IN EDUCATION.”

PEDRO NOGUERA, Peter L. Agnew Professor of Education, Executive Director, Metropolitan Center for Research on Equity and the Transformation of Schools, New York University
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